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Dear Readers,

Once again, UV DAYS in June this year – the largest  

in-house trade fair for UV technology – were a great  

success. We were delighted with the huge amount of  

interest shown by 800 guests from all over the world, with 

numerous great discussions and new contacts.

In this issue of the SPECIALIST, we review the highlights 

of this trade fair. We start with a look at the event and the 

UV printed product that we presented at UV DAYS. Here, 

both UV lamp and UV LED technology was on show. UV 

LED, in particular, is becoming increasingly popular in the  

commercial printing sector. The LED has already asserted 

itself as an alternative to the UV lamp, with a market share 

of around 30 % of all UV applications in the printing industry. 

As our hot topic, we explain the advantages of each of these 

technologies.

The curing of fibre composite materials offers a new  

opportunity for UV technology. In this field, the use of UV 

systems can help to achieve considerably faster curing, 

speeding up processes and reducing manufacturing costs.  

Then, in future fibre composites will not just be used  

to produce aeroplane wings, but will open up infinite 

possibilities in our everyday lives. As our second hot topic,  

we explain the basic advantages of lightweight  

construction and the possible uses of UV curing. 

Today, 3D printing is a recurring theme, and not just in the 

printing industry. At UV DAYS, we exhibited a 3D-printed 

and UV-bonded mobile phone holder. In the inkjet section, 

we tell you about the current situation and importance of UV 

in this area, and how it is set to grow.

Award-winning UV print products by IST METZ 
For many years IST METZ has stood out by creating new, innovative print 

products that show the many possibilities of UV technology and make a  

lasting impression. The multifunctional packaging that was developed 

on the occasion of UV DAYS 2013 has recently won a Red Dot Award:  

Communication Design 2015. It has also been awarded with the Paperazzo 

Haptik Award 2015. In total, IST METZ has received five awards for it by now.

Video showing the functionality of the packaging:  

        www.bit.do/uvpackaging 

More about our UV print products:  

        www.ist-uv.com/uvprintproducts

Both on the cover and in the magazine, once again you can 

see the various finishing options that UV technology has 

to offer. The SPECIALIST was printed and finished on our  

in-house sheet-fed offset printing press. As always,  

additional content on the articles printed here can be 

found online. We will be glad to receive feedback via  

specialist@ist-uv.com about this issue.

Happy reading!

Kind regards, 

 

Dirk Jägers
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guitar consists of two parts, the neck and the body, which 

are folded to make a three-dimensional solid. The body was 

printed during a live demonstration on the IST METZ in-house 

sheet-fed offset printing press, a Heidelberger Speedmaster 

CD 102-7 LX. First of all, magenta, yellow and black were 

printed on Avanta Image cardboard size 70 x 100 cm. In the 

fourth printing unit, a matt varnish was partially applied. This 

was followed by an Iriodin varnish and a sparkling varnish to 

create shimmering effects on parts of the guitar body. The 

texture of wood was imitated in the seventh printing unit, 

using an embossing plate. Finally, in the flexographic unit, a 

spot gloss varnish was applied to further enhance the wood 

effect. UV interdeck dryers were used after printing units 2, 

4 and 6, with end-of-press drying at the end of the in-line 

process. The especially energy-efficient UV systems from 

IST METZ endow the guitar with a high-quality printed image 

and delicate varnishing effects. 

This time, the impressive effects in IST’s usual high quality 

were achieved through a combination of LED inks and UV 

varnishes. The process colours were LED curable inks, the 

in-line finishing was achieved with UV varnish systems. In 

the printing demonstration, first curing took place using the 

UV lamp system. Next, only magenta, yellow and black and 

an LED matt varnish were printed and then cured by the 

LUV® 80 LED system in an end-of-press drying process. 

This demonstration highlighted the respective strengths of 

each drying technology in the printing process. The first 

method using lamp technology satisfies the requirements of 

packaging printing, while the LED version shows the paper 

guitar as a typical result in commercial printing.

The frets on the neck of the paper guitar, which on the 

conventional instrument would be made of metal, were 

also finished in a live demonstration on an MGI 3D Jet 

Varnish iFOIL, to make the guitar’s look and feel as realistic 

as possible. To achieve this, an especially thick layer of 

UV varnish of approx. 80 µm was applied. Next, the sheet 

ran through a film application unit. The film adheres to the 

varnished parts of the printed sheet, creating raised areas 

on the printed guitar neck which can actually be felt.

Just like the printed product demonstrated at UV DAYS 2013 

– a packaging that received several awards including, just 

recently, the Red Dot Award: Communication Design 2015 

– the guitar represents an impressive, integrated product 

concept. “We are no longer focusing solely on providing 

information about UV printing, although that is, and will of 

course remain, our core competence,” explains Dirk Jägers, 

Managing Director of IST METZ GmbH. “These days, an 

attractive printed product has to have a harmonious overall 

design in order to appeal to the consumer, especially in the 

more exclusive business segment. Printed products from our 

company demonstrate the latest possibilities.”

A smartphone can be inserted in the head of the guitar. It 

is first clamped into a holder produced in the 3D printing 

process. An app for Apple or Android devices developed 

specifically for the occasion can then be downloaded. It 

contains a game in which the fingers of the left hand have 

to touch the correct strings – like playing a real guitar – to 

win points. In other words, the paper guitar really can be 

„played“ digitally using the app.

However, the guitar is not just for playing – it can also be 

used as a sound box. To do this, it is set on end and the 

smartphone is once again inserted in the holder in the head 

of the guitar. A pattern has been laser-cut in the front of the 

body so that it works like a sound box.

A t this year’s UV DAYS, “UV rocks” was the motto 

of IST METZ GmbH, and UV certainly rocked: 

more space, more visitors, more exhibitors – the  

seventh UV DAYS was superlative in many respects.  

Between 15th and 18th June, 800 visitors (2013: 600) 

from around the globe converged on Nuertingen near 

Stuttgart, where IST METZ GmbH has its headquarters.

The event included printing demonstrations on three presses, 

presentations, tours of the company and the laboratory, and a 

large exhibition with partners from the printing industry. More 

exhibitors were present than ever before – 35 companies 

(2013: 26) took part in UV DAYS, which for the first time was 

held in the new building of the IST METZ corporation.

UV curing technologies were demonstrated by means of a 

paper guitar – this year’s printed gimmick for the guests. The 

UV rocks app 
With or without a guitar: come rock with us using 

the UV rocks app! Download the app from the 

Apple Store (iPhone) or Play Store (Android) for 

free. Search terms: UV rocks, UV DAYS or IST 

METZ.
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Director Technical Marketing, IST METZ GmbH

STEFAN
FEIL

„Both UV technologies have their advantages"

Mr. Feil, UV LED technology is gaining ground. Will it 

replace UV lamp technology in the near future?

Certainly not across the board, in the short term. For this to 

happen chip producers and ink and varnish manufacturers 

currently still have a lot of developmental work ahead 

of them. The use of lamp technology for UV curing has 

established and proven itself in many areas. However, for 

certain applications the use of LED technology already 

makes sense today.

How do I know which technology is best for my application?

It is impossible to generalise here. Broadly, I can say that 

the UV lamp will continue to be used in packaging printing, 

which demands many high-quality finishes and effects. In 

commercial printing, on the other hand, where varnishing 

effects are uncommon and process colours are printed, it 

may well be a good idea to switch to UV LED. As a supplier 

of both types of system, our UV Transfer Center deals 

precisely with questions such as this, and provides concrete 

advice for specific cases.

Hybrid solutions with both technologies in one system are 

currently also on the market. For whom would they be a 

worthwhile investment?

Firstly, it is worth purchasing one of these systems if the 

user would like to have the option of converting to LED 

technology at a later date, or he would like to equip only 

certain printing units with LEDs – for opaque white, for 

example. We expect the market to evolve in such a way that 

both technologies can be used in parallel, depending on the 

requirements of the print job, so a kind of “plug and print”, if 

you like. Therefore, systems from our MBS® product series 

are designed as standard for operation with both UV lamps 

and UV LEDs.

Thank you for talking to us Mr. Feil.

LED UV system LUV® 80
The water-cooled LUV® 80 UV LED system is used, among other things, in sheet-fed offset printing presses. 

The optimised lens ensures the highest possible, almost uniform output for the UV light at a distance of at 

least 30 mm from the substrate. Advantages: 

You can find more information at: 

www.led-curing.com

The LEDs are switched on and off 

without a delay, no energy consumption 

in stand-by mode

Minimal penetration of heat into the 

substrate, ideal for synthetic and  

heat-sensitive substrates

No protective coating necessary

LEDs have a long service life

Brilliant colours and high contrast, even 

on uncoated substrates

Immediate further processing for 

considerably faster delivery times

No powder required

Watch a video about UV DAYS 2015 on our YouTube channel: 

        www.bit.do/uvdays2015

Another video shows the finishing and method of operation of 

the IST METZ paper guitar:         www.bit.do/paperguitar

“Once again, at UV DAYS we showed what great potential 

UV technology has to offer in combination with innovative 

product ideas,” declares Dirk Jägers. 

“One thing is certain: the UV market will keep on growing, and 

so will UV DAYS, which we will continue in 2017.”
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even entire ears are reproduced with them, and entire  

buildings made of them.

Just seven miles or so from the headquarters of IST 

METZ GmbH as the crow flies, you will find the Institut für  

Textil- und Verfahrenstechnik (ITV, Institute of Textile  

Technology and Process Engineering). Here, staff are  

intensely preoccupied with the development of new  

possible uses for textile and fibre composites. Dr. Markus  

Milwich, Head of Composite Materials at the ITV Denkendorf,  

explains their advantages: “Composites offer high  

rigidity and strength with a low density, that is, a low weight 

and less weight means, especially with a moving mass, 

fewer raw materials used in production and lower energy  

consumption. For example, a carbon fibre-reinforced  

plastic has a tensile strength that is three times higher than 

that of steel. Furthermore, composites boast another major  

advantage: they do not corrode.”

At the ITV, the inspiration for new, ever lighter fibre  

composites often comes from nature, where natural  

fibre composite structures such as bones, bamboo,  

blades of grass, hedgehog quills and branches of trees have  

evolved and perfected themselves over millions of years. The  

Strelitzia, also known as the “bird-of-paradise” flower due to 

its unusual blooms, was the model for a new, award-winning 

system for providing shade for buildings.

In order to achieve ultimate strength and rigidity, parts must 

be designed to cope with the intended stress. “In other 

words, during the design stage the engineer asks from what 

direction the parts will be subjected to stress and, as far as 

possible, positions the load-bearing fibres precisely in these 

loading directions,” explains Milwich. “This is how Formula 1 

racing cars, racing yachts, wind turbines, the Airbus A350, 

helicopters, and even armour plating and bulletproof vests 

of aramid are made.”

If this technology is so amazing, why then has it not 

been pervasive in all areas of our lives for a long 

time already? The answer is simple: as yet, it is too  

expensive to produce in large quantities, and takes too 

long. Many composite parts are still manufactured using  

time-consuming manual labour, and existing industrial  

processes are still far from being standardised. 

“This technology is already used today in aircraft  

construction, because there it pays off. Enormous 

fuel savings can be achieved by the reduced weight 

of the composite Airbus A350 or the Boeing 787,” 

says Dr. Markus Milwich. “The time and expense is also 

worthwhile for Formula 1: the advantages, particularly in 

acceleration and in a crash, obviously outweigh the high 

costs, which are a lesser consideration in motorsport in any 

case. In automotive engineering, however, fibre composites 

will only become broadly established once the process has 

been standardised and made much faster.”

At any rate, we have made a start. It is now a question of 

optimising the process. In Southern Germany, powerful  

allies in mechanical engineering and the automotive  

industry have currently joined forces with research  

institutes to further develop these processes. “However,  

this technology is also of great interest to local  

textile and textile machine manufacturers,” Milwich tells us.  

“Textiles made of high-performance fibres are a  

prerequisite for the fast and therefore financially viable  

production of composites. The necessary machine  

technology is already available at companies, and is  

undergoing continual further development and optimisation. 

Completely new areas of business are opening up.”

to produce a huge variety of textiles. Polymers such as  

synthetic resins, elastomers and thermoplastics are 

used as the matrix. The two materials are cross-linked 

to form a composite by means of thermal or chemical  

processes. A new and interesting approach for the fast,  

low-cost manufacture of composites involves using UV  

systems to cure synthetic resins.

Way back in the 1920s, racing car parts were  

produced from fibre-reinforced materials like this.  

Thanks to their low weight, they enabled the vehicles 

to be much faster on the race track. Today, fibre  

composites abound in many areas of our lives: parts of  

aeroplanes and cars are produced from them,  

medical implants such as heart valves, stents and 

Despite using as little material as possible, they  

offer maximum stability, are lightweight, and 

are set to revolutionise automotive engineering 

and many other industries in the foreseeable future. We 

are talking about composites. This term describes the  

combination of two materials that only manifest  

interesting new properties in this combination.

A composite consists of fibres and a bedding compound – 

the so-called matrix. The fibres are primarily responsible for 

absorbing force, while the matrix provides the shape and 

transfers force into the fibres. Glass fibres are used in 90%  

of cases. Carbon, aramid, ceramic, steel and, to an  

increasing extent, natural fibres, are used for special  

requirements. For the most part, these fibres are used 

COATING & BONDING

COMPOSITES
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Allianz Faserbasierte Werkstoffe Baden-Württemberg e.V.
This year, IST METZ became a member of the Allianz Faserbasierte Werkstoffe Baden-Württemberg 

e.V. (AFBW, Alliance for Fibre-based Materials of the Baden-Württemberg region). The AFBW is a 

technology network covering the whole of the industry, and encompasses the entire value-added 

chain of fibre-based materials – from suppliers to consumers and research institutes. As a technology 

network, the AFBW is dedicated to the field of “Technical Textiles”. The Alliance sees itself as a driver 

for innovation, highlights novel applications and encourages material and product innovations.

Leichtbauzentrum Baden-Württemberg e.V.
IST METZ GmbH joined the Leichtbauzentrum Baden-Württemberg (LBZ-BW e.V., Lightweight  

Construction Centre of the Baden-Württemberg region) in 2014. The LBZ is an industry-focused  

network across the entire sector, made up of companies, colleges, research institutes and 

associations in the Baden-Württemberg region that work in the field of system-efficient, hybrid 

lightweight construction. The association actively contributes to shaping underlying policy and 

funding programmes, with the aim of keeping added value in the region far into the future, through 

competitive, global leading production technology for lightweight construction solutions.

Mr. Riekenbrauck, until today, parts made of fibre 

composites were largely the product of time-consuming 

manual labour. How can these processes be automated, 

and what role can UV technology play in this transition?

The fibres can be woven, knitted, braided, fleece or multiaxial, 

and this determines the method with which they are 

further processed. In industry, the pultrusion technique will 

undoubtedly predominate. In this method, fibres are unwound 

from coils, reinforced with fibre matting, then saturated in resin. 

The fabric is pressed in a die and subsequently cured. This 

enables the production of contours and straight parts. The 

process is suitable for mass production, and everything can 

be done on a single system. With UV light, composites could 

be cured in fractions of a second, instead of several hours, as 

is the case with thermal drying. This way, considerable energy 

savings could be achieved, and the parts would of course be 

available much more rapidly.

Does this apply to all sorts of composites?

Due to its dark colour, only the surface of carbon can be 

cured with UV light, which nevertheless could be useful in 

the production of pre-impregnated materials, or so-called 

“prepregs”, for example. A mixed fabric of fibreglass and 

carbon is also conceivable. It would have a high strength 

but be considerably cheaper. This would be an interesting 

niche for UV technology.

Will composites change industrial production?

Absolutely. They will enable the production of parts with 

completely novel geometries, which can be accomplished 

with the minimum of materials. UV technology can lay the 

foundations for fast, high-quality production.

Thank you for talking to us Mr. Riekenbrauck.

Watch an animation showing the UV curing of fibre composites:  

       www.bit.do/composites 

Business Development Adhesives and Composite Applications, IST METZ GmbH

ARND
RIEKENBRAUCK

„An interesting niche  
         for UV technology"

For more information go to:  

      www.afbw.eu

For more information go to:  

      www.lbz-bw.de

COATING & BONDING
COMPOSITES



In the last millennium, the printing of three-dimensional parts still seemed unimaginable and, like being beamed to a different 

location, was the stuff of science fiction for the man in the street. The home 3D printer – pie in the sky or the next 

gadget after the smartphone et al.? We spoke to Jana Jancke, Applications Consultant at alphacam GmbH, and Thomas 

Schwenger, Head of Sales at alphacam GmbH, about the possibilities of 3D printing in our professional and private lives.

In what areas is 3D printing already established today?

Jana Jancke: Our customers come from all areas – 

industry, design, research, education. Since we produce 

even just a single part, the bandwidth stretches from the 

one-man operation to corporations and end consumers. It 

is a popular misconception that 3D printing simply involves 

the manufacture of prototypes. However, it is also used to 

produce tools and equipment, as well as end products, and 

even small production series. It is also commonly known as 

“additive manufacturing”.

Thomas Schwenger: The development of 3D printing has 

raced ahead in the last 20 years. alphacam is a pioneer 

in this field and has been a sales partner to Stratasys, the 

world‘s leading 3D printer manufacturer, since 1994. Our 

THOMAS SCHWENGER

JANA JANCKE
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core business is in the sale, maintenance and servicing 

of 3D printers and additive manufacturing systems. Since 

2006, the production of 3D plastic parts has been another 

service we offer. Today, we have Europe’s largest and most 

modern machine fleet, with more than 50 Stratasys 3D 

printers.

How is 3D printing done exactly?

Jana Jancke: There is a variety of 3D printing technologies. 

alphacam offers two different systems, both developed by 

Stratasys:

In the FDM® method, the wire model material is pulled into 

the head of the FDM® machine, which travels in the x and 

y-direction. Here, it is melted, extruded through the nozzle 

and applied to the build platform or underlying layer, where 

thermal fusing causes the layers to bond and harden 

immediately. The part is built up layer by layer by lowering 

the build platform in the z-direction.

In PolyJetTM technology, liquid droplets of photopolymer 

acrylic resin are sprayed onto a build platform in ultra-thin 

layers, similarly to a 2D inkjet printer. Due to the tiny size 

of the droplets, very intricate details can be produced. 

The print heads travel along the x and y-axis. The build 

platform is lowered in the z-axis, allowing the model to be 

built up layer by layer. Each layer is fully cured by UV lamps 

immediately after printing.

A retail company recently had a home 3D printer on offer. 

Can a printer like this be compared with yours?

Thomas Schwenger: Cheap consumer 3D printers are 

based on technologies recreated from two patents that 

are now freely available. To compare: Stratasys currently 

holds more than 800 patents, which enable features such 

as repeat accuracy, precision details, the use of numerous 

high-performance thermoplastics as the building material, 

as well as photopolymer plastics, which enable as many 

as 82 different colours and material characteristics to be 

combined in a single model – to name just a few aspects. It 

is of course impossible for low-cost printers to offer all this.

Will 3D printing replace conventional production 

methods in the future?

Thomas Schwenger: We regard 3D printing rather as 

an important addition to conventional cutting and forming 

production processes. Thanks to additive manufacturing, 

we can now produce parts that used to be considered far 

too complex to be produced economically or even at all.

Thank you both for talking to us.
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For some, it belongs to 
breakfast as much as a cup 
of coffee or marmalade on  
toast: the daily newspaper. 
But by no means everybody  
reads the news in printed  
form these days, not since  
the digital revolution 
brought forth tablets and 
smartphones, which allow 
us to read the news any 
time, anywhere on a device 
that we always carry with us. 
Circulation has declined, 
advertisers are fewer. So 
these days it is even more 
important for newspapers  
to stand out in the market, 
in order to retain their 
appeal. UV technology 
provides a competitive  
advantage here.

Really high-quality adverti-
sements can be printed in-
line using UV technology, 
or the cover of a newspaper 
printed on coated paper. 
If the print inside is also 
first class, the UV-printed  
newspaper is perceived  
differently by the buyer.

In newspaper printing, UV 
technology has major eco-
nomical and technical ad-
vantages over conventional 
drying, especially for small 
to medium circulations: 
thanks to the low penetra-
tion of heat into the paper 
web, there is no waviness 

or fluting, and the web 
does not suffer the “fan-
out” effect. The immedi-
ate curing of the inks by 
UV light prevents the ink 
from being deposited on 
web pass rollers, folding 
machines, conveyor belts 
and mailroom equipment. 
UV systems are compact 
and require much smaller 
investment than heatset 
dryers.

Right at the start of our design projects, we first come up 

with conceptual ideas and means of visualising prospective 

new products. However, once the customer has pointed us 

in the right direction, 3D prints are a “tangible” aid to making 

decisions on more detailed product design elements. To this 

aim, the drafts are produced as a digital model in a CAD 

program. The resulting data model is then polygonised, 

and this information (mostly in STL format) is used to print a 

3D solid. Admittedly, this can be achieved using traditional 

model-building methods. However, while the initial amount 

of time spent is comparable, the advantage of 3D printing 

lies in the fact that variants on the initial blueprint can then 

be produced much faster and easier.

Above all, 3D printing enables us to generate shapes and 

geometries that cannot be achieved with traditional tools 

(e.g. using plastic injection moulding), or could not be  

de-moulded due to undercuts in the mould. What’s more, 

we can obtain extremely delicate yet stable constructions, 

which would be almost inconceivable or even impossible 

using conventional production methods.

We expect 3D printing to increasingly take on a key role in the 

field of spare parts production. Manufacturers of consumer 

products will no longer need to maintain an extensive spare 

parts store, but will be able to supply their customers with 

spare parts on demand. In addition, 3D printing will provide 

companies with an efficient means of satisfying the growing 

trend for individualised products.

„Third dimension prints are a  
   tangible aid to making a decision"

WOLFGANG
BRUNNER
Qualified Designer, formsprache
 

At the formsprache industrial design agency, products are bestowed with an incisive, 

distinctive image with a high recognition factor. Design is what helps to distinguish  

products from the competition and arouse customers’ interest. Wolfgang Brunner  

explains the importance of 3D printing in product design.
UV in newspaper printing

UV Daily
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